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Since 1988 and thanks to the Citizen Participation Committee of La Floresta, Silleteritos Parade
meets every 2nd August, hundreds of small department year after year express their love for the
traditions Antioquia while wearing their creations. Motivated by conservation customs, the
organizers of the sixteenth Parade Silleteritos want this year that the event spans more the
neighborhood for people to enjoy the pace of the children. This year we expect new proposals and
creativity of the participants, whose only motivation is to travel the streets of the neighborhood and
show, as the slogan of the event, "the future of the race" and with it, the faces of the future of the
region and country.

Flowers and foliage

A saddle can weigh up to 70 kilos and five meters high with a similar diameter. Some types of
flowers that are produced are: Pinocchios, lilies, carnations, agapanthus, sparks, sunflowers and
gladioli bridal tulle. On special occasions and especially in the traditional saddles used eventually
thoughts, snapdragons and very wild flowers and delicate fragility that require special care. Among
the flowers "fine" for saddles are the pompons, carnations brought from Bogota, roses, orchids, and
flowers that are technically advanced crop and greenhouse. Whether it's flowers "fine", or
purchased from technified crops. With wildflowers, "fine" cash crops, they convey today as
yesterday the fiber of the soul Antioquia masterfully arranged in the saddle and therefore can be
said again that in the "Parade of Antioch Silleteros is what happens."

The agenda

Although most of the activities that give life to the Fair are held (there are 123 events, including
musical tablados), this year some of the most important events had some modifications.

Such is the case of Carriers, mules and inns, the parade and the parade of silleteros. silleteros The
parade will be on August 7, at two in the afternoon and morning, to facilitate travel and work with the
flowers of the people of Santa Elena. "And to avoid the congestion of the night before the parade
and access roads in the district be prohibited private vehicle traffic and only allow the entry of
visitors by public transport, "said Fajardo. One of the novelties of the Fair will be the Talent Contest
Women, which will replace the local and international rule of flowers. Female participants between
16 and 25 who are outstanding in their work in their communities. For them there will be a prize of
150 million pesos. The joy of the festival will Bellavista National Jail, with a stage, on 3 August. The
Fair is ready in 27 days will give the order to begin to enjoy and, above all, to live together.

History of a tradition

La Feria de las Flores, whose core activities are held this year between 25 July and 10 August, is,
without doubt, the event which brings together all of Antioquia and thousands of tourists visiting the
city of Medellin in those days the year, making it a space that vibrates with flowers, joy, peace and
fun. So Medellin, known by the nickname of the "City of Eternal Spring", is decked for 46 years in
nature, so that residents can express their joy and pride Antioquia stanza of the Hymn says: "Oh
Freedom! to anoint the mountains of my land, let my kids aspire your fragrant essences, Oh
Freedom ".
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a florist hamilton a Canadian leading online flower shop. The same day delivery with a flowers
hamilton. Premium quality - affordable prices visit now http://www.yongefloristhamilton.ca/
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